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La Fontaine 

Reception reporter 

Friday 19th March 2021 

 

Dear Reception parents and carers, 

Here we are at the end of a successful week 2 back at school. The children have begun 

settling in really well now into our normal timetabled activities and learning and have shown 

just how quickly they are able to get back into routine. Well done everyone. We have so much 

great learning to share with you from this week and of course we haven’t been able to include 

everything here, but here’s just a taste. Enjoy! 

Our purposeful, knowledge-rich 

curriculum delivers academic excellence 

and prepares our children to be the 

transformational leaders of the future. 

We’ve had fun retelling and 

acting out the story of Handa’s 

Surpirse– our new class text. We 

can use the pictures and the 

story map to remember and 

say the different parts of the 

story now. Some of us have 

even changed the story a little. 

Our writing in phonics and writing lessons continues to 

impress our teachers. We can say sounds to read 

words and use symbols to write the words we want to 

write. Not content with just writing labels for things, 

we’ve now begun to write whole sentences to 

describe what we can see (e.g. It is a big ship.) We’ve 

been remembering capital letters, finger spaces 

between words and stop marks at the end.  
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Our purposeful, knowledge-rich 

curriculum delivers academic excellence 

We’ve built upon last week’s learning in maths this 

week by showing our understanding of the 

different ways we can use two parts to make a 

whole. Here you can see how some of us showed 

this understanding with finger painting. It got a bit 

messy but it was worth it! We have also begun to 

write addition equations using the + and = 

symbols.  

Reminder: We have now begun to send home decodable phonics books in book 

bags.  

Thank you for making sure your child has their book bag, with books in it, every day. 

We would appreciate if you could have a search around the home to make sure 

there aren’t any lying around. Us teachers are really excited to hear the children 

read and swap their book for a new one.  

We hope you have a lovely, restful weekend. See you all next week. 

Bon weekend! 
 

Madame Hughes, Madame Dillane and Mr Wagstaff.  

We ask that you do not allow children to bring toys into school in their book bags as 

we wouldn’t want anything to go missing and cause upset. There is so much to play 

with and do at school so please keep toys safe at home for the end of the day. 

 

Please remember that water bottles should only contain water and not fruit juice. We 

use our brains lots during the day at school and we need to keep properly hydrated.  


